3.

Minutes of the Competitions Steering Group Meeting
Held on Saturday, 23rd June, 2018
The Quality Hotel, Birmingham Road, Allesley, Coventry, CV5 9BA

Chairman : Fay Thomas (Herefordshire)

Vice-Chairman: Dewi Parry (Clywd)

Present: Fay Thomas (FT) (Competitions Chair, EWF Rep 2018, West Midlands Area), Charlotte Tomkins (CT) (Eastern Area), Ed
Harris (EH) (South West Area)
Part Meeting: Dewi Parry (DP) (Competitions Vice Chair 2018, Wales), Lynsey Martin (LM) (Chair of Council), Chris Lloyd (CL)
(Honorary Treasurer), David Fellows (DF) (WMA Deputy President), Matt Caldicott (MC) (NFYFC Deputy Chief Officer), James
Eckley (JCE) (NFYFC Chief Officer)
Observers: Claire Worden (CW) (South West Area), Beatrice Dyer (BD) (South West Area), Ed Bentley (EB) (Northern Area)
In Attendance: Margaret Bennett (MB) (NFYFC Competitions Officer), Lauren Hancox (LH) (NFYFC Competitions and Events)

1.

Opening remarks - FT welcomed everyone to the meeting, commenting on the smaller group. FT thanked everyone for
their hard work and contributions to Competitions over the recent months. FT asked CSG to remind members to RSVP to
Council Weekend.

2.

Apologies for Absence – Grace Millbank (East Midlands), Christina Coulthard (Northern), Natalie Moore (Northern), Rachel
Parker (Northern Ex-officio), Kate Edington (Co – Opt South West ), Tom Oatey (Co – Opt South West), Mark Harding (Co –
Opt Northern), David Hamer (Tug of War Rep, Northern), Katie Davies (Wales), William Hill (East Midlands), Matthew
Hosken (South West), Emily Blount (South East), Rebecca Davies (Eastern)

To confirm minutes of previous meeting (Saturday, 17th February, 2018) – The minutes of the previous meeting were
circulated. FT confirmed these as a true and correct record and signed the meetings of the previous CSG meeting. These were
proposed by FT and seconded by DP
4. Matters arising from steering group minutes
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.

4.4.

Entry Forms a reminder is to be passed back from members to Counties that entry forms must be completed using silo
and not hand written when submitting forms after competitions.
Competitions Monitoring Form Members were reminded that Competitions Monitoring Form to be returned NFYFC
LH or MB on or before 4th August, 2018 so that details can be calculated for the next meeting.
Should Drama be kept in the Performing Arts Rota? EH stated he would like to keep drama in the rota as his county
(Cornwall) enjoy it as a competition. DP stated that Clywd do like the competition but it is their least favourite
Performing Arts Competition and there are not as many members interested in this competition as the other
competitions. CT stated there is low interest in this competition in the Eastern Area and that Bedfordshire are the
only County that ever enter.BD asked if the cost of Drama was affordable annually, MB explained the competition is
rota’d. FT stated that Herefordshire have no interest in Drama and much prefer Panto and Entertainments. EB stated
the Northern Area enjoy Drama and would not like to see this removed from the competitions programme. DP
proposed Panto for 2020, there was no seconder. There was no final decision on whether Drama should be kept in
the performing arts rota. The rota at the moment would be 2019 Entertainments, 2020 Drama and 2021 Pantomime.
An update on Public Speaking Video Clips LH had been through the video footage available and come up with the
following: Junior Reading was of good quality and usuable, Just a Minute was also good and so was Brainstrust. The
Junior Public Speaking video was dark and of poor quality – this competition will be filmed again at a later
opportunity. Debating was four videos which were long in length. It was decided that for members to easily access
the videos when training for public speaking competitions it would be a good idea to post them on the website.The
videos will be added to the Competitors Resource of the page alongside ‘How-to’ guides for the relevant competition.
It was asked if we could advertise the videos on social media as a training resource – LH said she would look in to this.

Competition Budget – Chris Lloyd entered the meeting to discuss the Competitions Budget. A paper copy of the
budget was circulated between members; MB updated the group with the figures. Sophie Willingale (NFYFC
Fundraiser) was not present at the meeting. MB went through Sponsorship with the group. At the Council meeting
prior to the Competitions Steering Group DP had asked the room if anyone thought cutting back on the number of
competitions was a good idea. CL spoke about this when going through the budget and advised not to take any
competition out of the programme immediately, rather that the CSG should look at cost saving and fundraising
opportunities that may already be available. CL also advised that any new competition should be priced up before
being suggested at a CSG meeting. Financial implications and cost of staffing events should be considered. The
Competitions Budget for 2018 was £19,200 at the of May the actual spend was £9,207.83. The venue for the
Performing Arts Competiton was relatively cheap compared to previous years however, due to bad weather and the
relocation of the Southern Final £259 deposit was lost. There was no cost for the Southern public Speaking Finals and
fewer other expenses than budgeted.
4.6. Date for Competitions Day – July 2019 and 2020 – these dates would be discussed later in the meeting.
4.7. Judges feedback to competitors – comments were received – point 6.5.6
ACTION POINTS
 Remind Counties that entry forms must be filled in using silo – All CSG
 Remind Counties that Competition Monitoring Forms must be returned no later than August 4 th 2018
 Public Speaking videos to be uploaded to website ready for September – LH/GW
 Advertise videos on social media – LH to speak with Cheryl Liddle
 Clarify ‘How-to’ Guides – MB/LH
 New recording of Junior Public Speaking Competition – MB/LH
 Further discussion need on whether Drama should remain in the Performing Arts rota – All CSG
4.5.

5.

To receive relevant correspondence
rd
5.1. Letters received – Letters received at the 23 June meeting are discussed under the relevant headings.

6.

Competition since the last meeting and comments/feedback are requested
Southern & Northern Regional Finals & Annual Convention
6.1.
6.2.
6.3.
6.4.

6.5.

Junior Public Speaking– Northern – Retford – CSG to ensure that Judges and Stewards receive all relevant team
information before the competition commences.
Just a Minute – Northern – Retford - no comments received
Debating – Northern – Retford – no comments received
Pantomime – Retford
6.4.1. Weather Issues caused concern prior to competitions today. There was incredibly heavy snow. All teams were
consulted the night before the competition and at 6am on the day it was decided that the Competition went
ahead and all teams were happy to travel to the venue. FT commented that WMA have been asked to produce a
cancellation policy after a similar issue, DP asked if NFYFC had a cancellation policy, MB confirmed that NFYFC is
in the process of creating one. SWA representatives commented on how effective their teleconference had been
when experiencing weather issues and having to cancel an event.
Junior Public Speaking – Southern – Hartpury
6.5.1. Letter received from Cornwall regarding Junior Public Speaking and a question being asked by a parent from the
audience. MB read the letter out and reminded the CSG that it states clearly in the rules that only two questions
may be asked and neither of them are to come from the audience. DP recommended we review the judges used
for this competition and make sure they are aware of the rules. CW stated that the competitors knew the rules
and should have made the stewards aware of the issue on the day. CT said Eastern Area struggle to get an
audience for Public Speaking.
6.5.2. Just a Minute – Southern – Hartpury – FT asked whether the audience should be allowed to participate in just a
minute or influence the competition. MB stated that the audience should respect the judge’s decision. FT asked
whether audience members seen to be ‘heckling’ or influencing the competition should be removed from the
room? It was agreed that competitors in the audience would be wristbanded and sat in one specific area all
together to easily identify them.
6.5.3. Debating – Southern – Hartpury – no comments received
6.5.4. Pantomime – Southern - Weston Super Mare – see comments below
6.5.5. Change of Venue due to Snow –heavy snow lead to a change of Venue for the Southern Regional Pantomime
finals. The deposit for the Bacon Theatre was lost but they did not charge a cancellation fee. It was asked
whether Areas should lose the opportunity to compete if they cancel their rounds of the performing arts
competitions. There was no definitive answer from CSG on this. DP asked if NFYFC could gather a calendar of
events from Areas to compare against the NFYFC Calendar of Events. Areas were asked to provide these at the
next meeting.

Email received from Somerset regarding Judges. Letter stated that Judges were overly critical of the pantomime
performance leaving some younger members of the team upset. CW & FT commented that they felt this judge
should not be used again as she had been difficult to work with and did not give positive feedback. DP said that
judges should be reminded of how to critique the performances they watch and always give positive feedback.
FT spoke of a WMA judge who had to leave early but wrote to the teams afterwards offering feedback on their
performances, was this a possible option for giving feedback? DP stated that in at Wales competitions the judge
feeds back to the competitors immediately after each performance. CW said teams should be reminded to speak
with all judges to gain feedback before leaving the venue.
6.5.7. Wheelchair access at the theatre in Weston Super Mare was poor as the lift had broken and NFYFC were made
aware of this the night before the competition. A Wheelchair user came to the finals and was unable to watch his
team compete. Issues with out of age Herefordshire members becoming increasingly rude due to this.
6.5.8. Discuss whether the Southern and Northern Regional Finals of public speaking or viable – this point was
discussed at a later point in the meeting
6.6. Senior Member of the Year – Annual Convention – Blackpool -(Saturday interview, stage interview. Sunday
announcement at AGM meeting) – no comments.
6.7. Pantomime Competition – Annual Convention – Blackpool
6.7.1. Sale of Programmes – Programmes were sold for the Pantomime Finals and made a total of £182.20
6.7.2. Sale of Tickets – Tickets were sold before the performance and from the Box Office on the day. Pre paid ticket
sales totalled £834. Ticket sales on the day totalled £1520.00
6.8. Jump Rope – Annual Convention – Blackpool – MB read out a proposal from Jump Rope UK, they are interested in
holding a yearly contest. CT said they had one team in the whole Eastern Area, Wales said they also only had one
team interested.WMA & SWA had a good number of teams competing. CSG they did not want to pursue a yearly
contest.
6.9. Disco Dancing – Annual Convention – Blackpool – clarification of rules before the National Final – The rules of this
competition were updated to include clarification on the inclusion of lifts and tricks. MB explained that this was for
Health and Safety plus Insurance reasons. CW stated she had received calls on this and had reminded members of the
genre (Disco). It was asked if in future rules for dancing competitions that it could be noted that all lifts must be no
more than 1.5 persons high and must always be assisted. CSG agreed that this was a good idea.
6.9.1. Darts for Fun – Entries - £248.50 - was taken for the main competition and £31 for the six dart challenge, there
was a good turnout for this competition and members enjoyed it.
6.9.2. Pub Quiz – 6 Entries - £30 collected in entry fees - £275 costs incurred – this competition is not viable and will
not be held again. Comments received on rudeness of host.
6.9.3. Raffle – Surplus £343.42 - which goes towards running competition at Convention – down by around £300 on
Torquay – a thank you to everyone who sold tickets especially Ed Harris and Team on the Sunday afternoon
during the competitions
6.9.4. Raffle Prizes – List of Prize Winners – prize donors were thanked for their contribution to the raffle
6.9.5. Competitions Stand (Friday) – do you need a stand or just go around selling raffle tickets – DP commented that
he did not feel a stand was necessary, FT & CW agreed.
6.9.6. Admission to parents/supporters for the Jump Rope & Dancing Competitions – surplus of £686.90. No complaints
received about paying admission.
6.9.7. Child Licences – Body of Persons received for 2018 and the Department of Education would be contacted in
November for an exemption in 2019.
ACTION POINTS
 Areas to provide their calendars to NFYFC at Staff Conference – All CSG
 All Dancing rules to include the following: ‘lifts must be no more than 1.5 persons high and lifts must always be
assisted’ – MB/LH
 CSG to ensure that Judges and Stewards receive all relevant team information before the competition
commences on competition days – All CSG
 Competitors to be wristbanded and sat in designated areas when watching other teams compete in Just a
Minute – MB/LH
Council to Note:
 NFYFC approached by Jump Rope UK regarding a yearly Jump Rope Competition. CSG agreed they did not wish
to pursue this.
 The Pub Quiz at Convention made a loss and will not be held again
 Body of persons received for 2018
6.5.6.

7.

Meetings/site visits since previous meeting
7.1. David Hamer to report on potential 5 Nations Tug of War – DH was unable to attend. MB read out a report - 5 Nations
will be discussed at a future meeting. DH sent a letter regarding Tug of War Area dates, Counties are advised to avoid

7.2.

7.3.

the 3rd Sunday in June as this is a National Tug of War Finals event and YFC’s will struggle to find judges. It was asked
whether NFYFC should organise a course to train members in becoming judges – further discussion needed on this. FT
commented that at the WMA rounds of the competition members had been turning up intoxicated/with alcohol and
still expecting to compete. Reminder that this is not acceptable. FT also commented that under 18 members had
been starving themselves to make weight for the day of the competition and a reminder was to be taken back to
Counties that the welfare of our members is paramount.
Feedback on discussion with Sarah Palmer (AGRI) on ‘Tenancy Competition’ - this competition is not high in demand
and did not work as a national competition when last run. ‘The Smart Farming Guide’ is readily available online and
had instructions on how to run this competition. NFYFC can link this to the Competitions page of the website.
Update on Safeguarding Policy regarding Overnight stays (especially EWF) – a discussion took place with NFYFC
safeguarding team and MB/LH. Senior members are to look after Juniors (a named senior must be present on their
parental consent form if parent not attending), this information needs to be fed back to Areas and Counties. DF asked
if there was a procedure in place for handing over/signing in Juniors. EB asked if responsible senior members need to
be DBS checked.

ACTION POINTS
 Further discussion needed on potential Tug of War Judging courses – All CSG
 Add link to ‘Smart Farming Guide’ and Tenancy Process Competition to Competitions Webpage – LH/MB
 Senior members to be responsible for Juniors in Competitions which involve an overnight stay, this information
is to be fed back to Counties & Areas – MB/LH/All CSG
 DF asked if there was a procedure in place for handing over/signing in Juniors.
 EB asked if responsible senior members need to be DBS checked.
8.

UPCOMING COMPETITIONS FOR 2017 – 18 (Matters Arising) (confirm Judges and Stewards as per separate sheet)
(NOTE: County Federations and YFC Area Committees please note the dates before setting Area rounds of the competition)
8.1.

Competitions Day, County Showground, Stafford, Saturday, 30th June, 2018
8.1.1. Reading (14 & Under) – no comments received
8.1.2. Public Speaking (16 & Under) – no comments received
8.1.3. Just a Minute (21 & under) – comments were received from James Sage – respect the Judge and competitors in
the audience should not be taking part – allow the speakers to speak. Comments as above.
8.1.4. MACE Debating (26 & under) – no comments received
8.1.5. Situations Vacant Competition - JP Trett (sponsor) have donated a pair of Le Chameau Wellies for the Winner
8.1.6. Junior Member of the Year – no comments received
8.1.7. YFC Live Craft & Commentary – lack of entries for this competition with only 5 teams to take part in the final. DF
judged this competition at two County Rallies and would like to see it incorporated in Open Farm Sunday if
possible to showcase talents learned through YFC.
8.1.8. Fence Erecting – comments were received regarding the drawing in the rules and amount of wire provided,
potentially not enough to finish the fence off neatly. An amendment in the rules was added to Competitor notes
and circulated to teams for the final – Betafence supplied Wire at Area and National Final
8.1.9. Workshop Skills – (Farm Safety Foundation incorporating Yellow Wellies are kindly supporting this competition
and supplied Pin Badges and Cufflinks for competition winners) comments were received prior to the meeting
regarding the format of this competition and that in previous years the competitors had worked as a team of
four and preferred this rather than completing individual tasks. This year the competition was down on entries
compared to previous years – comments from CSG suggesting that this was due to the team element being
removed. Counties struggled to find entrants due to certain tasks requiring certification (Angle Grinding was
removed as an element due to there being no certification in this available and the NFU unwilling to insure this
element). CT commented that the competition takes too long to run; DF asked if this was a good enough reason
to remove the competition? CSG agreed they did not wish to take the competition out of the programme and
would like it to return to working as a team as they felt it would attract more competitors. EB asked if we could
market this competition through the Farm Safety Curve Module – MB/LH to approach Development team about
this. To note that B&B Tractors would be supply tractors and ATV for this competition along with Kuhn.
8.1.10. Dream Machine Mood Board – a good interest in this competition with 24 entries received in total – Kuhn were
kindly supporting this competition by supplying judges and prizes for the winners and those highly commended.
8.1.11. Clay Pigeon Shooting (26 & Under and 17 & Under- Ladies Competition) Game Fair Tickets kindly donated by the
Game Faire for Winners of each category. Field Sports Magazine subscription kindly donated for the Highest
Shot.
8.1.11.1. Email received from Jake regarding competing Clay Pigeon Shoot at the age of 12 – MB/LH and Jodie Green
(NFYFC Youthwork) replied to Jake explaining that NFYFC is bound by NFU Insurance when creating and
running Competitions. The NFU will not insure an under 14 year old to shoot so NFYFC cannot allow them

to compete – this is written clearly in the rules. A paragraph explaining this will be added to the rules to
further clarify.
8.1.11.2. Entry from a County for a 12 year old. They were unaware this was not insured and admitted to not fully
reading the rules, LH discussed this with the County and they are ensuring compliance with Rules at future
YFC Shooting events. Father of Member from aforementioned County called to discuss why his son was
unable to compete. LH explained and he understood the situation. CSG to remind their Counties of the
rules when organising County & Area shoots.
8.1.12. Sponsors Stands and other Steering Committee input – LH updated on outside organisations attending
Competitions Day. A treasure hunt was being held on the day based on a Farm Safety related question on their
stand which members had to answer and return their slip at the end of the hunt. Exhibitors included: KUHN, B&B
Tractors, The Farm Safety Foundation, Warwick University, Hops Labour Solutions, BASC, JP Trett, YFC Travel,
Betafence & Rutland Fencing.
8.2.

8.3.

Sports Day, Rugeley Leisure Centre, Staffordshire, Sunday, 1st July, 2018
8.2.1. Dodgeball (10-16) -UKDBA no longer run events and were unreliable when working in partnership with NFYFC.
Due to this NFYFC now has a partnership with British Dodgeball who are keen to work together on future events,
update rules and provide training.
8.2.2. Mixed 7 aside Hockey (16-26) – no comments received
8.2.3. Mixed Ultimate Frisbee (16 – 26) – no comments received
Dairy Stockjudging & Sheep Shearing – Yorkshire Agricultural Society – Great Yorkshire Show – 12th July, 2018
Dairy Stockjudging (16 & Under), (21 & Under) and (26 & Under) – no comments received
8.3.2. Sheep Shearing (26 & Under) – no comments received
8.3.3. Sponsorship for the Competition –
8.3.3.1. British Wool have provided a monetary sponsorship and shearing singlets for those members competing in
the NFYFC National Final –
8.3.3.2. Yorkshire Agricultural Society have provided all competitors in Dairy Stockjudging & Sheep Shearing with
admission tickets
8.3.3.3. Steward tickets, judges tickets, overnight accommodation for judges, transportation of sheep, venue and
electricity will all be kindly provided by the Yorkshire Agricultural Society
8.3.4. Update on Training Courses kindly subsidised by British Wool – a total of members enrolled on courses included
8 from the North, 13 from Wales and 48 England making a total of 69 members trained and qualified with a Blue
Seal in shearing. The CSG were asked if they would like to see these courses offered again in 2019. CSG agreed
they would like to see the courses offered again.
8.3.1.

8.4.

8.5.

Tug of War Championships – Tenbury Show – Saturday, 4th August, 2018
8.4.1. Ladies & Mens Tug of War – FT asked the question: what happens if a gender neutral person wants to compete
in tug of war? CSG discussed this and agreed they were unsure on the correct answer and that further research
was needed in to this.
8.4.2. GENSB Tug of War – no comments received
8.4.3. Promote GENSB Final for 2018 – no comments received
8.4.4. National Final all competitors must show secondary photographic ID to compete – reminder to be taken back to
Counties
8.4.5. £1,000.00 sponsorship from Tenbury Showground has been received
8.4.6. General Tug of War Issues finding Judges – suggested NFYFC organise a course in the winter months with the tug
of War Association in a central location approximate cost would be around £35.00. CSG thought it would be a
good idea for NFYFC to provide a course to encourage out of age members to train to become judges
Stockjudging Weekend - Saturday, 1st and Sunday, 2nd September, 2018
Young Stockman of the Year – no comments received
8.5.2. Senior Stockman of the Year – Rules (Timings) clarified by LH, there had been some confusion in conflicting
timings within the rules. These were clarified and CSG were happy with this. A MooCall has been donated for the
Senior Winner
8.5.3. Stockman of the Year Project - the same wording as 2017 will be used.
8.5.4. Venue for 2018 – Dawtry Cottage, Cannock, Staffordshire by kind permission of the Wright Family – Jersey Dairy
Cows to be judged – CSG were asked for ideas for Venue 2019 onwards. To be discussed at the next meeting.
8.5.5. Stockjudging Timings for National Final were clarified – CSG happy with clarification
8.5.1.

8.6.

Malvern Autumn Show, Three Counties Showground, Malvern – Saturday, 29th and Sunday, 30th September, 2018
Cookery (Team) – “Magic and Mystery” – BD asked if it could be compulsory for Judges/Stewards to wear white
coats when Competitors are required to. Further discussion needed on this.
8.6.2. Floral Art (16 & Under “Witches & Warlocks”) (21 & Under “The Mystery of the Magic Circle”) (26 & Under “A
Mysterious Phenomenon”)
8.6.3. Comments with regard to Floristry Guild and NAFAS – currently NFYFC use Floristry Guild judges for national
Floral Art competitions whilst using NAFAS rules within NFYFC Rules. Comments received from CSG stating this
causes some confusion when competitors are creating their exhibits. FT said she would prefer the rules match
the judges used. CW agreed. The question was asked whether NFYFC rules could be changed to include Floristry
Guild rules from 2018/19 onwards – CSG agreed to this.
st
8.6.4. NFYFC have been asked again to provide a YFC team for the Show’s Cookery Theatre – Pembrokeshire 1 Place
Winners from 2016 have agreed to provide a cookery demonstration
8.6.1.

ACTION POINTS
 Workshop skills to become ‘Farm Safety Skills’ in 2018/19 – Amend rules to reflect this – LH/MB
 Farm Safety skills to be run as a team competition? More discussion needed – All CSG
 Ask Youthwork/Development about the possibility of marketing Farm Safety Competition through Curve
module – LH/MB
 Add paragraph on NFU Insurance to future rules (Clay Pigeon age limit for example) – MB/LH
 Counties to be reminded of no under 14s rule when organising clay shooting competitions – All CSG
 Ask British Wool about potential of repeating Blue Seal training courses again in 2019 – MB/LH
 Further research in to Gender neutral participants in Tug of War – LH/MB
 NFYFC to look into providing a Tug of War Judging course – MB/LH
 Reminder that all competitors in National Tug of War finals must show a secondary form of ID – All CSG
 Ideas for Venues for future Stockman of the Year competitions – 2019 onwards – All CSG
 Floral Art Rules to change to include Floristry Guild Rules for 2018/19 Competitions year onwards – LH/MB
Council to Note:
 Workshop skills to become ‘Farm Safety Skills’ in 2018/19
 NFYFC now has a partnership with British Dodgeball who are keen to work together on future events, update
rules and provide training
 69 YFC members have been trained and qualified in Blue Seal Shearing courses provided by British Wool in
partnership with NFYFC
 Floral Art Rules to change to include Floristry Guild Rules for 2018/19 Competitions year onwards
9.

Competitions Rules 2018 – 2019
9.1. Rules ready for approval – to go through in the meeting – No Theme – JCE arrived at 5.50pm to report before going
through 2018/2019 (Annual Convention Competitions) and also Dates – Theme has been suggested as ‘Support
British Food (Buy British) – Tidying Up our Countryside recycling
9.1.1. General Rules 2018-2019
9.1.1.1. There is to be no overall theme this competitions year – British Food theme to be included in Cookery
Competition. Further discussion needed at future meetings regarding themes for 2019/20 competition
years onwards.
9.1.2. Beef Live & Carcase (note age Under 21 and Under 26) – no comments received
9.1.3. Pig Live & Carcase (note age under 21 and Under 26) – no comments received
9.1.4. Reading (14 & Under) – no comments received
9.1.5. Public Speaking (16 & Under) – no comments received
9.1.6. Brainstrust (21 & Under) – suggestion of alternating this competition with the competition ‘Call my Bluff’. No
decision made on this
9.1.7. Member of the Year (17 & Under) – no comments received
9.1.8. Situations Vacant (16 to 21 years) – no comments received
9.1.9. Clay Pigeon Shooting (Under 26, Under 17 and Ladies) – ensure Counties adhere to age limits stated in the rules
It was mentioned that in the rules it is unclear that Competitors must bring their own gun. This will be added to
the new rules.
9.1.10. Cube Exhibit (26 & Under) – Shropshire YFC asked if the size of the exhibit can be stated in the rules that it must
be 1m x 1m rather than a maximum of as at a show you get all sizes. CSG disagreed stating that the different
sizes of exhibit show variety and allow creativity. Decision that the rules will stay as they are.
9.1.11. Fence Erecting (Corner Fence) (2x 26 & Under, 1x 21 & Under) –Comments received regarding age range – can
the age be changed to 3x 26 & Under? CSG agreed to change this age range.
9.1.12. Sports (10-16 years) – Mixed Rounders

Sports (14-17 years) – Mixed Touch Rugby
Sports (16-26 years) – Mixed Netball
9.1.14.1. Comments received from a Hampshire member regarding the age range of YFC sport competitions. Can we
offer more opportunities for senior members to compete? Disscussion took place around this with CSG
stating that Sports are also restricted by what the NFU will and won’t insure and also the governing body of
the sports choosen. Mixed age ranges or mixed genders are not always insured so certain sports are
unavailable to NFYFC for competitions. CW mentioned that sports competition also take in to account the
general age range of YFC members and work around this. CSG were asked whether sports age ranges
should be changed – agreed in unison that they should not.
9.1.15. Sheep Shearing – including BISCA rules and Blue Seal Qualification – Area or Double Area Eliminator depending
on 2018 – The possibility of a Novice Class at future competitions was discussed, this will be discussed again once
2017/18 competitions have taken place. After 2018 competitions the possibility of holding the shearing in with
the YFC Class on the Tuesday will be discussed as concerns were raised about shearers having two days off at a
busy time of year.
9.1.16. Dairy Stockjudging - (Under 16, Under 21 and Under 26) – no comments received
9.1.17. Tug of War – GENSB, Ladies & Men’s - GENSB age Group – CSG to note: Change of Weight Limit for 2018-2019.
9.1.18. Young Stockman of the Year (18 & Under) – LH clarified timings
9.1.19. Senior Stockman of the Year (26 & Under) – LH clarified timings
9.1.20. Cookery - Rare Breeds Survival Trust (RBST) Gala Dinner style meal to be prepared -Teams must promote a rare
or native breed in their displays as listed in the RBST Watch List 2018-19
9.1.21. Floral Art (Junior, Intermediate and Senior) – to include Floristry Guild rules opposed to NAFAS
9.1.21.1. CSG to note that 2018/19 Floral Art and Cookery Competitions will be in a new area of the Three Counties
Showground this Competitions year
9.1.22. North and South Regional Finals – Pantomime – see below
9.1.23. North and South Regional Finals – Public Speaking – Junior Public Speaking, Brainstrust and After Dinner
9.1.23.1. The question of removing Regional Finals (Performing arts & Public Speaking) from the Competitions
Calendar was raised. DP felt that this would be a good way to save money. JCE was not sure the saving
would be substantial enough to warrant removing the finals from the competitions programme. EB said the
North do not wish for the regional finals to be axed and suggested whether we could cut down the timings
of some competitions – for example debating down to 30 minutes per team rather than 45.
9.1.24. Competitions Day 2018 2019 – NFYFC received requests for potential other dates to hold Competitions Day. MB
explained why it is held when it is and how it fits around other events/competitions in Areas and Counties. JCE
commented that a date change may be possible but this would affect the amount of competitions held on the
day. There are no plans to change the date of this event currently.
th
9.1.24.1. Competitions Day will be held on the 6 July 2019.
9.1.13.
9.1.14.

9.2.

Rules for further discussion
Future of Annual Convention Competitions including: Member of the Year (18 & Over), Ballroom Dancing,
Performing Arts and Show Choir
9.2.1.1. JCE joined the CSG to discuss the future of those competitions usually held at Annual Convention. As it
stands Convention plans are currently on hold which may affect these competitions. JCE commented on
the small turnout for the Competitions Steering Group and asked those in the room to remind their
Counties and Areas that attending Council Weekend is important in order to be part of the discussions and
allows the Steering Group to be well information when shaping the programme.
9.2.1.2. Performing Arts 2019.
9.2.1.2.1. JCE informed the room that the venue and other associated costs for the the Performing Arts
Competition (as a standalone event if no Annual Convention takes place) are approx £10,000 and that
this level of spend may not be feasible/affordable if there is not the Annual Convention event.
Income for the Performing arts final last held did not reach this level and will need to be increased to
recover more the costs of the event. A budget will be prepared (outside of the Convention budget) to
assess this costs and how these can be offset by income.
9.2.1.2.2. The CSG discussed potential ways to raise the funds for a performing arts competition. CW suggested
that members of the group should perform a costing exercise over the summer and report back to
the CSG at the October meeting. MB commented that there was an audience of approx 1400 at the
performing arts final 2018 comprising of Convention wristband holders, 375 people having purchased
tickets and cast members.
9.2.1.2.3. EB said he would be disappointed to lose the performing arts competition. CW replied that yes, it
would be disappointing but the CSG and other YFC members need to look in to ways of fundraising
for this competition.

9.2.1.

9.2.1.3.

Senior Member of the Year and Dancing Competitions
There is the potential that competitions such as Senior Member of the Year and Dancing Competitions
could be moved to Competitions Day should they need to be. This will be discussed again at the
October Meeting.

9.2.1.3.1.

9.2.1.4.

EH asked if NFYFC could combine Tug of War Finals with NFYFC Sports Day. This would not be possible as a
very large number of the participants on both days are the same YFC members – running sports leagues
alongside the ToW league will mean participants wuold have select which competition final to compete in
and would likely result in team dropouts which would be detrimental to each of the competitions days.

Performing Arts – Entertainments– Review Group Entertainments/Drama/Pantomime – Working Party – rules of
all Performing Art Competitions had been sent out to the group nominated at the last meeting and feedback had
been received. Please see below:
9.2.2.1. The group gave comments on whether a person of YFC age (and a current member of a YFC club) should be
nominated to liaise between NFYFC and the YFC Performing Arts Competitors. The working party thought
this was a good idea – CSG agreed that this was a good idea. It was agreed that the liaison person must be
a current YFC member and not the competing team’s Producer.
9.2.2.2. It was agreed that the only equipment provided as standard by NFYFC for competition finals would be a
Follow Spot and Microphones – other items of equipment will be available but at an extra charge.
9.2.2.3. If aerial silks are to be included in a performance NFYFC must be notified before the Area round, the silks
will then be agreed to and signed off if applicable at theatres hosting National Finals.
9.2.2.4. It was agreed that props are up to the competing teams to provide. Live Animals are not permitted at any
round of the performing arts competition. If pyrotechnics are to be used in the performance NFYFC must
be notified beforehand and competence in using pyrotechnics must be proven by the competitors, likewise
use of music and smoke machines must be notified to NFYFC before Area Rounds.
9.2.2.5. It was decided that the mark scheme for Drama would remain as it currently is.
9.2.2.6. It was agreed that a play should not be included in Entertainments. A play can be defined as following a
story from beginning to end – similar to a pantomime.
9.2.3. Show Choir – LH contacted Rock Choir in regard to NFYFC’s competition and they are not able to help or support
this.
9.2.3.1. Movement within Show Choir performance and rules was discussed. A line needs to be added in to the
rules stating that ‘both feet must remain on the floor at all times during the performance’.
9.2.4. After Dinner Speaking (26 & Under) Time penalties for Chairman were discussed. The Chair can only accrue
penalties for their introduction. Interlinking speeches are not timed.
9.2.5. Workshop & Machinery Skills (to become ‘Farm Safety Skills’ in 2018/19 – D Hamer& D Heminsley have looked
over and finalised rules for this competition) Farm Safety Skills will have 4 elements and 5 elements at the
National Final. The ATV element will remain for this year – and the competition will consist of livestock trailer,
use of 3 point linkage and first aid with an element of the Yellow Wellies as a team event just for the final. The 4
competitors will work as a team.
9.2.2.

9.2.6.

Auctioneering rules for 2018/19 were circulated amongst the group and approved.

ACTION POINTS
 Update Fence Erecting rules to 3x 26 & Under competitors – LH
 Review Shearing Competitions after 2018 event has taken place to discuss potential Novice Class – All CSG
 Prepare budget for a Performing Arts final as a standalone event and CSG members examine ways to bring in
funds to support the event – All CSG
 Further discussion needed on the potential of Annual Convention Competitions moving to Competitions Day.
This will be discussed at the October meeting – All CSG
 Add a line in to the rules about movement and both feet staying on the floor at all time in Show Choir
performance – LH/MB
 Add information about ‘Liaison Person’ and updates on equipment etc in performing arts competitions in to
rules – LH/MB
 Update Farm Safety Skills Rules – LH/MB
 Auctioneering Rules circulated to Counties – LH/MB
 Add note in to Clay Pigeon Shooting Rules that Competitors must bring their own gun to competitions – MB/LH
Council to Note:
 No overall theme for 2018/19 Competitions year. Cookery competition to include a theme of ‘Buy British’ and
British Food
 Cube Exhibit Rules will not change for 2018/19 year
 Fence Erecting Rules will change to 3x 26 & Under Competitors





Floral Art & Cookery Competitions to be in new area of Three Counties Showground
Performing Arts competition may not be feasible or affordable without the Annual Convention event. A
decision will be made on this and CSG informed by the 1st September 2018.
Competitions Day will be held on the 6th July 2019

10.

Area Feedback – unless covered under agenda items above
 Northern Area
 East Midlands
 West Midlands – Struggled to find kit for Hockey Competition. Advised to contact local hockey clubs.
 Eastern Area – Question regarding Questionnaire for Stockman Competitions, can Areas produce their own?
Answer; Yes they can. NFYFC enlist a qualified Vet to produce the Questionnaire for the national final.
 South West Area
 Wales
 South East Area

11.

Any other Business
st
nd
11.1. National Young Stars Show at Malvern 21 /22 August 2018 – Members were asked to promote this show amongst
their Clubs and Counties
11.2. Competing Teams at NFYFC Finals will be 10 Team
11.3. Suggestions needed for the 2019-2020 Competitions at the June Meeting – Sports 3 Age Groups; Themes for Floral Art
and Cookery; 2 x Crafts; 2 x Dancing Competitions? At last meeting the potential of alternating Just a Minute with
‘Call my Bluff’ was mentioned. Discussion needed.
11.4. Sophie update for Fundraising for Competitions – Sophie was unable to attend the meeting. MB updated on
Sponsorship and Funding. Please see point 4.5.
11.5. NFYFC in conjunction with RBST have produce ‘A Guide to Showing’ – this guide is available from NFYFC
11.6. Foot Trimming Competition within Counties – CSG were asked if anyone does this. CSG agreed that not many Areas do
this an email would be sent to Counties regarding the new legislation on foot trimming.
11.7. It was noted that should the Competition Calendar change the election of Competitions Chairman & Officers will
remain in February.
11.8. CSG would like to see an Arable Competition introduced into the Competitions Programme, CSG were asked to bring
ideas for the competition to the next meeting. Possibilities included adding in a sprayer task to future Farm Safety
Skills competitions or running a competition similar to Stockman of the Year along the lines of Cropman of the Year.
11.9. BD made the group aware of the W.I. guide to Craft Showing – this may be useful for future Craft and Commentary
and Cookery Competitions.
ACTION POINTS
 Ideas for an Arable Competition needed – All CSG
 Suggestions for future competitions needed – All CSG

12.
13.

Date of next meeting
th
12.1. Saturday, 20 October, 2018.
Closing remarks
THE MEETING CLOSED AT 20.30hrs.

MB/LH – June, 2018

